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“I didn’t just become an engineer for the sake of it, I 
followed a different track, from hobbyist to amateur 
professional.”

-Waseem Ashraf Qureshi
Inventor and CEO of Amber and Waseem General Trading

An Inventor
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• A innovator who’s been leading innovations in the field of
power electronics and is known as UAE's pioneer innovator in
energy solutions.

• A entrepreneur, inventor, strategist and visionary, as well as
spent the past 31 years, successfully developing and launching
initiatives that have changed the business landscape in which
they operated.

• Pioneered the Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS) revolution
in Pakistan in mid-1980’s, then in 1990 I launched a satellite
car tracking security system, before following a career in
telecommunications and power electronics which gave me the
opportunity to carry out research work in many part of the
world.
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Youngest ever recipient of the National 

Science Award in Pakistan, awarded at the 

age of 15  and subsequently received several 

other such national accolades.
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Our Roadmap

1990-2001

2011

2015

2009-2010

2012-2014 2016 2020

1988-1989

1 2
 UPS; Pakistan’s 

Youngest National  
Science Award

 Electronic  
Telephone  Locks

 First UPS was launched
 Started working on EPC
 Electronic Home 

Security Systems
 Electronic Ballast for 

Fluorescent Lights
 Satellite Based Car 

Tracking System

3
 First Energy Server 

was launched
 Al Qusais Factory 

Opened

4
 Amber and Waseem was set 

up
 Installed largest Solar 

Hoarding Board in the region

 Amber and Waseem starts 
working on Centauri

 Amber and Waseem R&D starts 
working on Sirius.

 MICC energy server was built
 Amber and Waseem R&D 

creates Centauri and Sirius 
Prototypes 5 6

 SUPER CAPACITOR 
MODULE WAS BUILT

 Kilowatt Labs Inc is 
formed in New York 
and raised 5M USD

 The following year 
Kilowatt Lab raised 
25M USD

 Supercap Module was 
refined

 Sirius Module was 
launched

 Patent for Centauri & 
Sirius registered 
globally.

 WRL Inc in USA is 
Incorporated

 WRL PVT Technologies 
Pakistan is Launched

2019

 Centauri was built
 Containerized solution
 Apollo
 WRL UPS
 Jebel Ali Factory opened
 Infusion Solar Energy Systems 

is set up.
 Also, Infusion Power is set up
 A Total of 22M USD is raised.
 BGT was set up (currently 

raising upto 55M USD)

7 8

 Largest Supercap
Based Factory in 
Middle East Set Up

 Largest R&D Team in 
GCC

9
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The world’s first supercapacitor - based energy storage solution based on patented 

power electronics control technology that delivers:

 Cell balancing

 Linear discharge curve

 Self-discharge control

SIRIUS Energy Storage
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SIRIUS Energy Storage
APPLICATIONS

Solar House / Microgrids 

Electric Vehicles

Industrial

Digital Generators

Telcoms

Data Centers
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Microgrids
The Ultimate Storage Solutions
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Power supply network on MICRO Scale

Designed to power up communities

Local power generation and distribution 

Can have various power generation sources

MICROGRID

What is a MICROGRID

MICROGRID is a concept of setting up localized generation 

units and connecting it low voltage distribution network, to 

serve the consumers.

MICROGRID could prove to be a solution to the global energy 

crisis

IMPORTANCE OF MICROGRIDS
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• Make use of renewable energy generation
sources

• Reduce Transmission losses

• Reduce the Transmission Infrastructure Cost

• Reliable Energy supply to critical loads

• Reduce Emissions

PURPOSE OF A MICROGRID
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MICROGRIDS MAKE ENERGY ACCESSIBLE

• Around 1.2 billion people did not have access to
electricity in 2013 due to the lack of or inadequate,
infrastructure.

• Many more people have an energy supply that is
unreliable or of poor quality

• The bulk of those living without electricity (95%) are in
sub-Saharan Africa and developing Asian countries

• Microgrids contribute to the energy transition by
providing answers to improve energy reliability,
resiliency, energy accessibility, energy independence,
green energy, energy cost optimization, energy
flexibility, and the ability to participate in demand
response or grid-balancing programs.
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MICROGRIDS AND CONVENTIONAL GRIDS

• The normal energy grids have a centralized generating
station with a very large power generation capacity.

• When part of a grid has to be repaired, everyone on the
grid is affected.

• Central grids push electricity from power plants over long
distances via transmission and distribution lines.

• Delivering power from afar is inefficient because some of
the electricity, as much as eight to fifteen percent
dissipates in transit.

• Microgrids work on their own, apart from any larger grid,
often in remote rural areas.
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1. Backup

2. Lower energy costs

3. Increase power reliability.

4. Can connect to local resources that are too small or

unreliable for traditional grid use, thus improving local

energy delivery.

5. Allow communities to be more energy-independent.

6. Are environmentally friendly and can integrate with

renewable energy sources

Benefits of a Microgrid
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MICROGRIDS BRING ENERGY TO OFF GRID LOCATIONS

• Microgrids can be used for electrification in remote
locations.

• Microgrids make energy more accessible.

• Microgrid is a form of local energy, meaning it creates
energy for nearby customers.

• Microgrids can disconnect from the central grid and
operate independently.

• A microgrid can power a single facility or can power a
larger area.

• Microgrids can be powered by distributed generators,
batteries, and/or renewable resources like solar panels
etc.

Containerized 
solution
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1.Generation sources

2.Power Manager / Controller

3.Energy Storage

4.Loads

5.Point of common coupling

MICROGRID COMPONENTS
LED TUBE  
LIGHT

MOTION  
SENSOR

ENERGY  
SERVER

CCTV

SIRIUS
STORAGE

ACU

DG INPUT

AC OUTPUT

PV INPUT

MORITORING  
CONSOLE

20’ 
CONTAINER
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Types of Microgrid Solutions

• Remote Off-Grid Microgrids:

These microgrids are generally deployed in environments where there 

is no grid or the grid is too unstable. Such microgrids operate in an 

‘islanded mode’ and never connect to the larger scale macrogrid

• Military Base Microgrids:

Microgrids are also actively deployed for certain applications where 

physical and cyber security is a major priority such as military bases, in 

order to ensure reliable power sources without relying on the 

macrogrid

Cost Benefits
• Certain manufacturing plants can incur great losses when experiencing

power interruptions. Deploying safe and reliable microgrids can

therefore lead to great savings even in the short-term

• Deploying Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) through microgrids can

also ensure critical applications such as medical and surgical facilities

operate without any fatal interruptions

• Huge costs of building large infrastructure and cabling networks to

extend the grid to remote locations can be completely overcome,

leading to reduced levelized cost of electricity production over the life

of such microgrid projects
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SIRIUS vs. Conventional Energy Storage
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Why is the Microgrid a Solution for All?
Lower Costs

• The Microgrid is a 
cheaper alternative 
than the grid 
connection. 

• The Microgrid does not 
require the huge 
infrastructural costs to 
transmit the power 
efficiently. 

• The Microgrid can also 
reduce power losses 
since no power 
transmitted over long 
distances which leads to 
huge losses.

Accessibility

• Microgrid can provide 
power access to remote 
locations such as villages 
or small islands. 

• Microgrid does not 
require complex 
infrastructure it is the 
best solution for such 
cases.

Mobility

• Microgrids can be 
portable.

• An example is when a 
crisis has occurred such 
as a fire or flood near 
the site it can be moved 
from its designated 
location.

Environmentally Friendly

• Microgrids can have 
various generation 
inputs making it easier 
to integrate renewable 
energy resources 
together for power 
production. 

• Diesel usage may be 
completely eliminated 
since various clean 
energy sources are 
being integrated 
together. 
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OUR PROJECTS
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5KW CENTAURI / 10.65KWH SIRIUS

MALAYSIA

40KW CENTAURI / 56.8KWH SIRIUS / 10’ CONTAINER

SUDAN
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20KW CENTAURI / 200KWH SIRIUS / 20’ CONTAINER

USA
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40KW CENTAURI / 115.6KWH SIRIUS

KENYA
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100KW CENTAURI / 100KWH SIRIUS / 20’ CONTAINER

SUDAN
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160KW CENTAURI / 250KWH SIRIUS / 20’ CONTAINER

SUDAN
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THANK YOU!
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